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this year, 2016, Kritika & Kontext celebrates its 20th anniversary. although 20 years is a re-
latively short period, ours is one of the few journals in this environment founded since
1989 to have survived. that is no small feat in a world possessed by politics and continual
crises, where culture has become a lesser commodity, limping along next to more buoyant
mass and commercial entertainment. 

how is the 20th birthday of Kritika reflected in the content of this edition? we approa-
ched several friends in slovakia and abroad, and asked them to recommend an excerpt
from an essay, novel, short story, play, interview or poem that has had a major impact on
their thinking and still resonates with them today. we also asked for a brief commentary,
and stressed that this should reflect their reason for the selection rather than offer an ana-
lysis of the text. the result is an extraordinary array of texts and personal revelations. what
is more, we received a large amount of these contributions and so will gladly publish them
in future issues of Kritika & Kontext. 

as i flipped through back issues of K & K (available at www.kritika.sk), i realized that
the thoughts and arguments stated in many texts are still relevant today – even ominously
so. Perhaps this indicates that we made some good selections. More likely, it indicates that
many problems and dilemmas of our world discussed in the past reflect an unchanging
human nature meshed with noble thoughts but also prejudices, emotions and irrationality.
it seems that the recent political events in the usa and europe again require analysis that
does not focus on day-to-day, often ominous, happenings, but puts the events in their wider
historical context. we will try to do this again.

in those 20 years, i have worked with numerous language editors, graphic designers,
and many translators. unfortunately, some are no longer with us – language editors J. herol -
dová-Znášiková and karen Ballentine. Zuzana szatmáry helped me to design the logo of
K & K, and advised that the name chosen for a journal should be one that can be shouted
in public. i am also thankful to eva Piovarcsy, who has read carefully every issue since 1996.
also to Jana Lokšenincová, with whom we started the journal and who set a high standard
for graphic design that was later taken up by alexandra Gráčová, ondrej Gajdoš and now
eva kovačevičová-Fudala. there have been several fine assistants during these years: Jana
hanulová, slavena Pavlásková, Jozef tancer, igor andré and now andrej Čierny.

some of the issues were edited by external editors, my close friends egon Gál and Béla
egyed. also, the Board of advisors represents a great group of people who provide Kritika
with respect and prestige. arranging each issue, i had them in mind so that i would not
fall below the standard that their intellectual capacity represents. Finally, i want to thank
my wife Darina, who provided invaluable suggestions, comment and corrections.  

kritika has lasted this long also thanks to it connection with people whom i have met
annually during european editors’ meetings and with whom we created, in 1998, an inter-
net journal – www.eurozine.com. klaus nellen from the iwM, where i had a stipend for
six months in 1995, invited me to one such conference in 1996, even before the first issue
of Kritika was published. Finally, if the wonderful and selfless Czech-Dutch Vera ebels-
Dolanová from The Fund for Central and Eastern European Project had not sent me a letter
with the words: “You applied too late, it is a great project and i am sending you 7,000 guil-
ders to start publishing!”, Kritika might never have existed.
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